
02/26/2021 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
This week, we talked about our beloved Pets. The children enjoyed sharing details about their 
pets, most of them have cats or dogs. And for the ones who don't have pets, they told us what 
animal they would have as a pet. We also talked about unusual pets such as snake, hedgehog, 
tarantula, rat and we  all agreed that we prefer to stick with cats and dogs! The children learned 
that the wild animals can't be pets: they are too dangerous!  We talked about how we take care 
of our pets: by feeding them, playing with them, washing them and loving them! 
 
The letter for this week was the letter Q; the children guessed or learned the following words: 
Queen, Quilt, Quarter, Quack, Quail, Quiet, and Quinoa. 
They also practiced writing the letter Q in capital and lower case. 
 
For Art, they did the following projects: they traced and colored the letter Q and pasted and 
decorated a crown to make a queen. They made a fish bowl they colored, coloring and 
decorating with mosaic square, then drew or pasted fish. Following the teacher's instruction, 
they made a puppet dog, coloring and pasting shapes. In their journal, they draw their favorite 
pet, some drew a cat or a dog and several drew a turtle as they loved visiting our turtles in the 
garden. We observed the turtles and when we have left over of fruits or carrots, we feed them. 
Finally, pasting different shapes, they made Pete the Cat. 
 
For Story time, we read the following : Cool Dog, School Dog, Alligator Baby, Pete the Cat, A Pet 
For Pete, If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, and Lots of Dog! 
 
Playground  is always fun and the children love to exercise. When it is raining, we shake our 
sillies out with Music and Movement and dance! 
 
Student of the week Reminder: 
-  Poster due on Monday 03/01/21: Gloria Sauri and Sophie Sparaga 
 
- Poster due on Monday 03/ 15/21: Gabriel Recinos and Jordyn Lowe 
 
Tips for the weekend: practice with your child how to put their mask on. Also consider putting a 
string to hold the mask and avoid it fall on the floor. 
 
Quote of the week: 
- “Our perfect companions never have fewer than four feet.” ― Colette 
- “Until one has loved an animal, a part of one's soul remains unawakened.” ― Anatole France  
 
Have a 'Petacular" weekend! 
 
Mrs. Miriam & Mrs. Murielle 


